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Clearly, we need next generation colliders.

We cannot stop here.

1. We must investigate the form of the Higgs potential 
by the observation of self-interactions.  

2. We must check the possibility that one can actually 
produce dark matter artificially. 

3. We must look for new physics at least up to about 
10TeV (~ a loop factor higher than the EW scale).



Higgs?
The next step should be



Higgs factories

(Wikipedia)

ILC250 (20.5km e+e- linear collider)
Extendable to 500GeV, 1TeV

e+

e-

Z

H
Z

Measurements of Higgs couplings at the level of 0.1%.

HL-LHC (2029?-)

O(1M) Higgs bosons

14TeV pp collider, 3ab-1

O(100M) Higgs bosons

Higgs coupling at 1% level.
(LHC measures at a few - 10% level)

(Although hard to identify)

~ab-1



Higgs factories at KEK?
[Oide ’12]

Very nice.



Future colliders?

e+e- (90-365GeV) pp (100TeV)

from symmetry

μ+μ- (1TeV — 100TeV?)

Fantastic!

Higgs/top factory New physics searches

O(1M) Higgs

A lot of Higgs bosons through WW fusion.

Direct reach to 100TeV physics!

… if one can get enough luminosity.

[muon smasher’s guide]



muon collider

from symmetry

[muon smasher’s guide]

[MAP collaboration]

[Buttazzo, Franceschini, Wulzer ’20]
[Snowmass report ’22]

this is what we want!

[Han, Liu, Low, Wang ’20]

√s=30TeV

√s=10TeV

MC vs FCC
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Luminosity

We need a large number of muons and/or narrow beams. 

σ

As a reference,

Nbeam=1010  (1.6nC) / bunch

σ=1μm

frep=1MHz

~ 8x1032 cm-2s-1 ~ 25 fb-1/year

We want ab-1 level luminosity for physics
(HL-LHC, ILC)

σ is the most difficult part. The cooling is the key.



Muon beam

Taken from Mibe-san’s lecture slide

Too much spread.

= π mm



Emittance

For β*~1cm, σ2~ (60 μm)2 (Eμ/TeV)-1 (emittance/3mm)

σx = (emittance x β(s))1/2

x

σx’ = (emittance / β(s))1/2

emittance ~ area

We need a much narrower beam for good luminosity.

dx/ds s: coordinate along the beam center

s

x

y

β(s)



Muon cooling
[Nature 2020, MICE collaboration]

Principle works.

emittance(mm)-energy(MeV)



Muon cooling [LEMMA]

45GeV

Fewer muons than the case of proton drivers, but much narrower beam possible.
If nm size is possible, one can obtain ab-1/year luminosity.

Pair production at threshold

[LeptonPhoton ’19]



Muon cooling
There is a rather matured(?) technology only works for μ+.

[K.Nagamine et al. 1995]Ultracold muon technology

This has been the key technology for the 
J-PARC muon g-2/EDM experiment.

Mibe-san’s slide

Looks like a low-emittance μ+ beam is already there!



μTRISTAN μ+e-/μ+μ+ collider with 1TeV μ+ beam.

30GeV e- / 1TeV μ+ : Higgs factory, √s=346GeV
1TeV μ+ / 1TeV μ+ : new physics search, √s=2TeV



μTRISTAN
Why μ+?
because our Universe is e- rich.

e-

μ+

muonium

Ultra-cold muon technology.

Lyman-α laser
μ+

low emittance muons

At least in principle, one can use these 
muons for collider experiments.

emittance ~ 4 μm

0.4 nm @ TeV



muon production and cooling

Lyman-α laser

3GeV proton driver



How many cold muons?
J-PARC like proton driver: 6.6 μC * 50 Hz * 2 bunches = 4.1 x 1015 protons/s realistic

pion production target: 40 hits/bunch 2.6 x 1015 π+/s maybe realistic0.016 π+/proton

pion stopping target: 0.5 stopping efficiency * 0.07 muons/π+ 9 x 1013 μ+/s maybe challenging

105 larger than J-PARC MLF.

Super muon factory!

1/(20ms) where 20ms is the lifetime of the 1TeV muon 

1000 layer of 1mm Tungsten foilssimulation: (in progress)



Luminosity?
J-PARC like proton driver: 6.6 μC * 50 Hz * 2 bunches = 4.1 x 1015 protons/s

pion production target: 40 hits/bunch 2.6 x 1015 π+/s0.016 π+/proton

pion stopping target: 0.5 stopping efficiency * 0.07 muons/π+ 9 x 1013 μ+/s

6.6 μC x 2 x 0.016 x 0.5 x 0.07 ~ 7 nC / bunch ~ 4 x 1010 muons/bunch

….

40 bunches

accelerate up to 1TeV → bunch charge reduced to half by decay

ab-1 level for 10yrs running.

storage ring

2000 turns before next beam

is coming.

Nμ ~ 1010

σ ~ 2-3 μm
frep ~ (c/3km) x 40 bunches

     ~ 100 kHz *40 bunches = 4 MHz

(β* ~ cm)

not bad.

Ne ~ 6 x1010

4x1010 muons 4x1010 muons

storage ring → 2000 turns. further reduced by half

1μs for one turn.

(β* may be much smaller?)



How much?

We don’t know yet. But at least the size can be much more compact than next generation ee/pp colliders.



What can we do at μTRISTAN?
Higgs factory:

W

We-

μ+

νe

νμ

h

Study in progress in collaboration with Koji Nakamura 
and Sayuka Kita.

-

simulation with the ATLAS detector for HL-LHC 

~90fb
~105 Higgs bosons

Preliminary Preliminary
(転載禁止） (転載禁止）

Z

Ze-

μ+

h

~4fb
~103 Higgs bosons

e-

μ+

Z

Z

μ+

h

~54fb
~104 Higgs bosons

μ+

μ+

μ+



Very asymmetric

Preliminary Preliminary
(転載禁止） (転載禁止）

All the particles go to the direction of the muon. 
We need a coverage of η~-4 (2°), which is the same level as the design of the ATLAS at HL-LHC.



Muon decays in the beam

Preliminary Preliminary
(転載禁止） (転載禁止）

Beam induced background from muon side

We need a shielding at about 10°. No detector can be placed below such angles.
Fortunately, all the particles goes the other side.

[Di Benedetto et al. ’18]

In any case, we need dedicated detector designs for this collider.



Higgs coupling

Higgs factory:

W

We-

μ+

νe

νμ

h

Study in progress in collaboration with Koji Nakamura 
and Sayuka Kita.

-

simulation with the ATLAS detector for HL-LHC 

~90fb

~105 Higgs bosons

Preliminary Preliminary
(転載禁止） (転載禁止）

b

b-

By counting the number of events and compare with the SM prediction

sub percent level measurements.



Higher energy? μTevatron?

Higgs factory:

W

We-

μ+

νe

νμ

h

-

~472fb
~5x105 Higgs bosons

b

b-

50GeV electron + 3TeV muon at a 6km ring

Assuming the same luminosity as μTRISTAN

hh production: 89 events/ab-1  (maybe we need more for coupling measurements)

Indirect measurement of three-point Higgs coupling ~20% level

√s = 775 GeV



Higgs production@μ+μ+

Z

Z
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h

~54fb@2TeV

b

b-

μ+
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μ+

~35fb@2TeV

W
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μ+
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νμ-

W

W

final state all visible
gets more important at high energy

total

WBF via photon

ZBF
about a factor of two smaller than μ+μ-

(not too bad?)
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Higgs production@μ+μ+

+ others

hhh coupling at 10% level? (to be confirmed)

total

WBF via photon

ZBF

λ/λSM



What else?
W-boson?

W

Z

μ+

νμ

W

top?

μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+

μ+

μ+

γ/Z t

t
t

-

We haven’t studied these, but maybe interesting.

μ+

-

μ+

μ+

μ+

μ+

W-

W+
γ/Z

γ/Z

γ/Z
W

[CDF 2022]



SUSY++

μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+~ ~

~μ+

~W

SMEFT

μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+

μ+

γ/Z

g-2 motivated

μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+

γ

?

?

μ+

e-/μ+

μ+

e-/μ+

probe 100TeV scale physics!?

TeV mass new particles

improved EW precision tests

New physics?



μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+~ ~

~μ+

~W

Supersymmetry Regions for Nevent/year > 100.

Scalar muons up to TeV even for very heavy gauginos.
Almost completely cover the muon g-2 motivated region.

[Endo, Hamaguchi, Iwamoto, Kitahara ’21]

gaugino production in progress…



Indirect searches
SMEFT

μ+

e-/μ+

e-/μ+

μ+

γ/Z

μ+

μ+

μ+

μ+

improved EW precision tests

Basically the SM process has peak at the forward 
region, while interference with new physics (dim-6 

operators) give events in the central region. 

4-fermi

S
T

(H current)(L current)

4-fermi

S
T

(H current)(L current)



Indirect searches



lepton number violation

μ+

μ+

W+

μ+

e-/μ+

μ+

μ+/e-

W+

ν lepton flavor violation

ν

Lepton number/flavor violation?

Can be better than rare decays! 

τ

τ

(with Fridell and Takai in progress)

type-II seesaw model
comparison with μ→3e decay



I love this collider, but…

this part is very big…
doesn’t quite fit the KEK Tsukuba campus.

Also, this straight line is dangerous due to 
the neutrino radiation from muon decays.

Also, too much power consumption?

3k
m

Maybe starting with 100GeV+100GeV (EW precision) + muon/hadron/neutrino program

and progressively goes to W physics, top physics, higgs physics, new particle searches…

In the end, very expensive?



Summary

Isn’t it so great to imagine that the human being succeed to 
accelerate muons and open up new particle-physics era?

We are not satisfied with the current understanding of particle 
physics. Too much unknowns. Full of mysteries.

personal opinion:

We should build a new machine.


